
OLLIE THE TROLL

As usual I’ve primed the miniature in 
black followed with some grey and 
white zenithal highlights applied from 

above:

I’ve also used some pure white to sharpen the textures and details, which includes the use of some dry brush-
ing:

I’m now going to paint the skin, and I’ve chosen to use Guilliman Flesh, Skeleton Horde, and Magos Purple for 
the frontal areas, then the cooler Gryph-Charger Grey and Space Wolves Grey for the back area:



And I’m now working my way up the body:

I’m now switching to the cooler 
tones for the back:

And for the face I’m using more of 
the Margos Purple to capture his 

rage:

I’m starting with the legs using the Skeleton Horde, Guilliman Flesh, and Margos Purple - loosly creating different 
zones of colour, and wet blended together:



Here’s how he looks so far:
I’m now further darkening the low-
er back with some additional Space 

Wolves Grey:

Next I’m using Wyldwood and Skel-
eton Horde for the boots:And I’m also using the blue-ish tones for the other clusters of scales:



For the loincloth and the hat I’m once again using Wyldwood and Skeleton Horde, but also with some Snakebite 
Leather:

I’m now adding some additional 
Magos Purple to places like the el-

bos and knuckles:

And I’m using the Gryph-Charger 
Grey and Space Wolves Grey for the 

chains and wrist cuffs:



And I’m using a touch of pure Ice 
Yellow to articulate the eyes:

Here I’m using some Volupus Pink 
for the inside of the mouth, and to 

further redden the nose area:

I’m now preparing the base as usual with a drybrush, Shade, and some 
grass:

And I’m now picking out the facial 
details - here using some Flat Brown 
mixed with Ice Yellow for the teeth:

I’m also glazing a little of the Ma-
gos Purple into the mid tones and 

shodows of the leather:

I’m now going to provide a few quick highlights to the chains etc using 
White mixed with a little Dark Sea Blue and a touch of Black:



And here I’ve added a little Ice Yel-
low:

And this completes Ollie the Troll!



PAINT LIST

Titanium White (S)
Guilliman Flesh (GW)
Skeleton Horde (GW)
Magos Purple (GW)

Gryph-Charger Grey (GW)
Space Wolves Grey (GW)

Wyldwood (GW)
Snakebite Leather (GW)

Flat Brown (VMC)
Ice Yellow (VMC)

Volupus Pink (GW)

GW = Games Workshop, VMC = Vallejo Model Color, VGC = Vallejo Game Color, S = Schmincke, DR = Daler Rowney, 
SW = Secret Weapon, SW = Secret Weapon


